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Essential Data Insights for the 
Complex Energy Industry 
Here’s our CV:
Our Energy offering pin-points the essentials so you can take action and navigate markets with 
confidence. From project tracking data, to financials, forecasting, and commodity pricing, our 
platform comprehensively covers the entire industry: power, utilities, renewable energy, oil and gas, 
and coal. Learn more: marketintelligence.spglobal.com/energy-sector

Global Industry News
Exclusive stories each business day:

 - Real-time email alerts

 - Daily Dose – our daily, early morning 
summary of the day’s essential 
Energy news

 - Weekly and daily alerts on Power, 
Natural Gas, Coal, and Renewables, 
all linked to corporate, market and 
asset-level data and documents

 - Searchable story archive

 - Custom Excel outputs that can be 
built for unique analyses

 - Customizable online library

Global Corporate Finance Data
 - Credit ratings

 - Earnings estimates

 - Corporate mergers and acquisitions

 - League Tables: M&A, capital 
offerings, audit fees

 - Plant and asset acquisitions and 
divestitures

 - Capital offerings pricing and 
spreads

 - Capital structure

 - Underwriters and book managers

 - Debt maturity profiles

U.S. Industry Data
FERC, EIA, RUS, FERC Form 1 and FERC 
form 2 data, and state-LDC filed operating 
data for regulated electric and gas:

 - Residential, commercial, and 
industrial sales

 - Wholesale and purchased power

 - Plant in-service schedules

 - Accumulated depreciation by type

 - Power production costs

 - Energy source and use

 - Operating plant details

 - Power, transmission, and natural 
gas contracts

 - Natural Gas Index of Customers

 - Natural Gas Daily Operating Capacity

 - Natural Gas Interstate Tariffs

Supply & Demand Analytics
 - Quarterly coal production

 - Daily nuclear plant availability

 - Weekly EIA gas storage

 - Historic and future capacity

 - Planned transmission and natural 
gas projects*

 - Power supply/dispatch curves

 - Hourly system loads and 
duration curves

 - Annual load and energy forecasts

 - Regional capacity, generation, 
and emissions*

Global Power Plant Data
 - Personnel contact details at 

planned and existing plants*

 - Location and ownership data

 - Fuel and technology types

 - Capacity measurements

 - U.S. Monthly and annual generation

 - U.S Unit-level ownership and 
operations

 - Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs)

 - Turbine details

 - U.S. fuel deliveries and consumption

 - U.S. delivered coal prices and 
estimated transportation costs

 - U.S. estimated FOB mine price

 - U.S. hourly emissions data (CEMS)

 - Current and planned 
emissions controls

 - Proposed and under construction 
project details

U.S. Power Forecasts
 - Price forward capacity and energy 

at 28 pricing hubs

 - Peak demand, capacity, and reserve 
margin forecasts for 10 regions

 - 20-year market indicative 
power curves

 - 20-year unit-level financial and 
operational forecasts

* Denotes U.S. and Canada coverage. All other offerings are U.S. only, unless expressly marked as global.

http://marketintelligence.spglobal.com/energy-sector


Third Party Commodity Prices
 - OTC Global Holdings natural gas 

and power forwards*
 - ISO market pricing and loads*
 - CME futures and swaps:

 - Crude oil and gas
 - Refined products and fuels
 - Emissions
 - Electricity

U.S. Market Data
 - Proprietary commodity prices
 - Daily peak and off-peak and 

forward electricity index
 - Forward power prices
 - Daily natural gas index
 - Spark spreads, dark spreads and 

implied heat rates
 - Coal forward prices
 - Coal forecasts
 - Emissions allowance prices
 - RECs, CSAPR, and RGGI 

commentary and indexes

U.S. Regulatory Research
 - Electric and natural gas state 

rate cases

 - Pending and completed rate 
case analysis

 - State commission profiles 
and rankings

 - Utility securities and 
regulation analysis

 - Water advisory

Briefing Books
Complete electronic information books 
custom-built in Excel or as a PDF, 
combining detailed reports for:

 - Companies (holding and operating)
 - Power plants*
 - Coal mines
 - M&A deals
 - Capital offerings

Global Stock Highlights
 - Custom stock portfolio summaries
 - Stock performance and total return
 - Dividend yields
 - Equity indexes
 - Price leaders and losers
 - Market comparisons
 - Composite index financials

Global SEC & GAAP Financials:

Standardized GAAP Financials for 
electric, gas and coal companies:

 - Income statement

 - Balance sheet

 - Cash flow statement

 - Debt schedules

 - Performance metrics

 - Growth rates

 - Cash flow and liquidity ratios

 - Executive compensation data

 - Same-day earnings data

 - Operating profile and segment analysis

 - EBITDA and free cash flow analysis

Summaries & Charts
 - Regional Power Markets Summary

 - Regional Commodity Price Summary

 - Demographics and unemployment

 - Global M&A statistics and graphs

Interactive Mapping
 - Power, coal and natural gas assets*

 - Company footprints

 - Electric and natural gas territories

 - Advanced thematics and labeling

Excel Add-in
Real-time and web-based database of 
financial, corporate, operating and plant 
data via Excel.

 - Template Library
 - Commodities pricing summaries

 - Debt maturity profiles
 - FERC Form 1 operational and 

financial highlights
 - Power plant ownership 

and operations
 - Regional and company-level
 - Dispatch curves
 - Electric and gas utility 

company data
 - Interstate gas pipeline data
 - M&A data
 - Rate case history
 - Custom stock portfolios with 

summaries and highlights
 - Broad-market and industry-

specific indexes

Documents:
Searchable by industry, company, and 
filing date and document type:

 - All SEC Filings for covered 
companies: 10- K, 10-Q, 8-K, etc.

 - FERC Filings: Form 1, Form 2, Form 
3-Q, Form 714

 - Annual regulatory filings
 - Annual and quarterly reports
 - Conference call transcripts
 - Earnings releases
 - Financial supplements
 - Integrated resource plans
 - Institutional investor filings
 - Gas utility filings
 - Investor presentations
 - LDC state-level filings
 - Merger documents
 - Ownership filings
 - Press releases
 - Prospectus
 - Proxy
 - PUHCA
 - RFPs

* Denotes U.S. and Canada coverage. All other offerings are U.S. only, unless expressly marked as global.
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